SUMMARY

“PRE-COLUMBIAN MOULAGES”. HUACOS, MUMMIES AND PHOTOGRAPHS IN THE CONTROVERSY OVER PRECOLUMBIAN DISEASES, 1894-1910

By the late nineteenth century an international controversy arose referred to the probable existence of certain diseases such as leprosy, syphilis and lupus in pre-Columbian America. Led by the American physician Albert Sidney Ashmead (1850-1911), it brought together scholars from Europe and the Americas. In this context, certain types of Peruvian archaeological pottery and “mummies”, along with series of photographs illustrating the effects of these diseases in contemporary patients, met a prominent role as comparative evidence. In this article we analyze how this type of collections were used as evidence in the debates about pathologies of the past, an issue that from a historical standpoint have received considerably little attention.

How much greater must the difficulty be to determine the identity of one of these diseases whose representation is carved on the face of a small clay image by an artist who was not a medical man?

Ashmead, 1895: 242.
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Introduction

In the main historical reconstructions on the development of paleopathology and bioarchaeology, since ancient times to the present, almost without exception the attention has been placed on skeletal remains collections in major museums and medical institutions, understood as the basis for various current areas of research. More recently, historians devoted to the study of plaster and wax models, in particular in connection with dermal pathologies and sexual diseases. Other objects that served or were used as evidence by physicians and pathologists alike remain, however, elusive to historical analysis due to the current disciplinary borders. Although the pathological study of mummies had deserved many monographs by historians and practitioners of pathology alike, today it is almost forgotten that archaeological pottery from Latin America were used to discuss the history and geographical expansion of diseases such as leprosy and lupus. Little is known about how iconographic series and pre-Columbian pottery were understood as portrayals of pathological conditions, in a very similar way pathologists had started using wax models for stabilizing the external representation of venereal diseases. As we will argue in this article, these materials not only provide evidence of the permeability among disciplinary fields—in particular archaeology, pathology, anthropology— but also of how the natural history museum collections created an institutional space that brought together objects, physicians and archaeologists.

In this paper we summarily shown the role played by archaeological pottery and records of early Latin American history in the international discussions towards 1900 about the diseases existing among indigenous societies of the Americas before the arrival of the Europeans.

Precolumbian Leprosy?

In 1886 Manuel Antonio Muñiz (1861-1897), a physician from the Peruvian Faculty of Medicine-Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, founding member of its students’ scientific society named
“Unión Fernandina,” published an article in *La Crónica Médica*, Lima, on the existence of leprosy in pre-Columbian times⁴. To prove it, he used textual evidence from the work *Historical Discourse of the Foundation and Rights of the Hospital San Lazaro, Lima*, by Bravo de Lagunas, published in 1761, and the testimony of Ricardo Parra, a Colombian physician who suffered from the effects of the disease, who claimed that the first notable Spaniard who caught leprosy was Gonzalo Jiménez de Quesada (1509-1579), one of the conquerors, through contagion stating that the disease must had been in America before the Conquest. As a Surgeon-General of the Army of Peru, Muñiz traveled extensively into the different regions of the country, amassing large collections, stored in his own home next to his library. They contained weapons, domestic utensils, articles of adornment, pottery, and a thousand crania, several of them showing traces of trephination. In 1893 he had presented his collections to the International Congress of Anthropology held in Chicago during the World’s Columbian Exposition and attended also the Pan American Medical Congress at Washington. His skull collections were also discussed before the Anthropological Society of Washington, the Archaeological Association of Philadelphia, the Medical Society of the District of Columbia, and the Historical Club of Johns Hopkins Hospital⁵. In 1895 he published an article on the existence of leprosy on pre-Columbian times inferred from the lesions represented in his collection from Chira valley of anthropomorphic “huacos,” i.e. delicate clay vessels very finely worked, related with ancient ceremonial practices, usually found in burial grounds, temples and ruins all along the central Andes and in the coastal region. If Muñiz were right, his assertions would prove either an independent origin of leprosy in the Americas, or contacts among this continent with the other possible centers of origin.

With a long, documented history and a probable, contested origin in Asia or Africa⁶ leprosy, a chronic infectious disease of humans caused by the bacillium *Mycobacterium leprae*, had been first identi-
verified in 1873 by Gerhard Armauer Hansen (1841-1912) of Bergen, in charge since 1875 of Norway’s Leprosy Officer where he developed an effective control policy of the disease based on segregation. The disease, as it is well known, affected mostly the skin, nasal tissues (septal perforation, erosion or destruction of the nasal bone, nasal spine and even the central maxilla, with palatal perforation and the consequent destruction of upper central teeth), peripheral nerves and mainly the small bones of the hand and feet and, to a much lesser extent, the long bones of extremities. Thus, physicians had learnt to pay attention and record the occurrence of destroyed noses, lips, hands and feet in the living but also in the pathological collections of medical museums. Moreover, some studies started examining works of art in order to find out the hints of diseases in the past. Among others, German pathologist Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902) in 1861 saw leprosy traces in a painting of St. Elizabeth of Hungary by Hans Holbein the Elder (1460-1525 A.D). The works by Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-1893) and his students Paul Richer (1849-1933) and Henry Meige (1866-1940), on artistic representations of the ill, the possessed and the deformed, expanded in new directions the study of images, as represented by the Iconographie photographique de la Salpêtrière (1876-1880). Almost simultaneously with the appearance of Muñiz article on the huacos that probably showed the effects of leprosy, Albert Sydney Ashmead (1850-1911), a physician and leprologist born in Philadelphia, began publishing on the same subject. Ashmead had received his M.D. from the University of Pennsylvania in 1869, taking there the auxiliary medical course as well as a post graduate course at Jefferson Medical College. In 1873, he was called to Washington to attend Prince Adzumo, brother of the Emperor of Japan. Ashmead was subsequently appointed Foreign Medical Director of the Tokyo Fu Hospital and also taught the first class of students at the medical school of the Tokyo Charity Hospital return-
ing to the United States in 1876. This sojourn in Japan seems to have been a crucial step in his career to construct his image as an international authority on leprosy by asserting he had the opportunity to study on the spot, in one of the alleged disease’s irradiation centers. In 1882, Ashmead moved to New York City to pursue his primary medical interest, the study of leprosy, to which he will be devoted to his dead in 1911. Probably, this interest and the zealous activities developed by Ashmead in those years in order to prove the idea of the non-existence of leprosy in pre-Columbian America was based on the veiled objective to establish a hard control policy over the emigrants to the United States from Norway, Japan, China and Hawaii, countries in which the disease was rampant. If leprosy was not autochthonous of the Americas and if it was transmitted by direct contact and not by heredity, then it was brought by immigrants: Ashmead was the driving force behind the proposition of an anti-leprosy cordon sanitaire through the Platt Leper Bill which came before the U.S. Senate in 1902.

In 1895 Ashmead contacted Muñiz through Richard Neal, of the US Legation in Lima, asking for more accurate data and information to prove the alleged existence of leprosy in pre-Columbian Peru. Ashmead requested the following information: “1. Title and date of the publication of “Historical Discourse, etc”, of Bravo de Lagunas?; 2. Date and place of the Peruvian physician who describes so graphically the torments of leprosy, and title of the work?; 3. Date of the “Recopilation des Indias”; 4. Title of Ulloa’s work?; 5. Gonzalo Jimenez de Quesada?; 6. Old Colombia?; 7. Is there authority for the non-existence of the disease on the highlands of Peru (Incas and Aymaras)?; 8. Leprosy in the Incas?; 9. Works about early appearance of leprosy in Old Colombia?; 10. Date of the first introduction of African Negroes into Peru?; 11. Was leprosy before the Conquest?” This was the starting point of a feverish correspondence through a network of researchers, physicians, museum curators, diplomats and...
librarians in Europe and the Americas to whom Ashmead requested further data and photographs. Ashmead thought the question was of the greatest importance, for “if leprosy existed in America before Columbus, there surely must have been a connection between Asia and America. In no other way could leprosy have been propagated here, except by a migration of human beings\textsuperscript{16}.”

Thus, on 26 May 1895 Ashmead wrote to Rudolf Virchow asking his opinion about the existence on leprosy in pre-Columbian times and, as Muñiz stated in his paper, if there was any evidence on the pottery collections known to him showing marks that could represent the effects of leprosy\textsuperscript{17}. Virchow answered tentatively stating that in principle these marks representing injuries could be due to both leprosy or syphilis, calling on scholars to attend Ashmead’s concerns by inspecting the collections of pre-Columbian ceramics in scientific societies and museums, initiating thus a lively controversy in the international community that lasted until the early 1900s.

\textit{Museums, photographs, and the evidence of Pre-Columbian leprosy}

During those years Ashmead reviewed the archaeological collections of the most important museums in the United States, France, and Germany, personally or through written letters asking for information and looking for objects that showed different pathologies in pre-Columbian populations. Curators and scholars sent to him in return excerpts from books and visual materials such as photographs and drawings. Many of them were physicians, trained in the observation of traces of diseases in living patients and moulages, skills he certainly used to study the anthropomorphic clay vessels. Ashmead studied the museums’ collections trying to solve whether the deformities shown in the “huacos” and mummies were of pathologic nature, and if so to which pathology or disease would it be attributed. The question of leprosy in the Americas as studied by Ashmead and others, connected collections from all over the world
and turned archaeological, anthropological, and historical objects and documents into the evidence of the manifestation or visual symptoms of ancient diseases. Ashmead, thus, went to Philadelphia, invited by Dr. Daniel G. Brinton (1837-1899), to examine the antiquities in the University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Founded in 1887, it included the collections of pottery and mummies mounted by Samuel Mathewson Scott in Chira Valley, Peru, the collections the Norwegian traveler Carl Lumholtz made in Chihuahua, México, and series of loose bones, mainly hands and feet, from Arizona, the mounds of Ohio, Sonora and Cave Valley that Ashmead studied carefully (Fig. 1). For the purpose of comparison with mummies’ hands and feet - the most diagnostic elements of the disease - , Dr. Hansen sent him photographs of a leper’s right hand in two attitudes. They were taken at Dr. Kaurin’s collection of leprous preparations at Reknas Leper Hospital, in Molde, Norway (Fig. 2a

Fig. 1. Bandelier’s huacos collection from Chan Chan and Champeco, Peru. American Museum of Natural History. Source: ASHMEAD, A. S., Pre-Columbian Leprosy. Journal of the American Medical Association 1895; 24: p. 851
2b). It belonged to an anesthetic leper and, as Hansen pointed out in a letter to Ashmead “you can see the ossa metacarpi, especially the first and the fourth, atrophied, and also the distal phalanges; the curvatures of the fingers are to be seen too”\(^{18}\). Also George A. Dorsey (1868-1931), an anthropologist disciple of Frederick W. Putnam (1839-1915) that traveled extensively in Peru, Ecuador, Chile and
Bolivia during the early 1890s, and assistant curator of Anthropology at the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago, sent to Ashmead photographs of a mummy of Ancon, which he unwrapped and whose hands showed at first sight the melting of the bones very similar to leprosy,

I remember that you wrote me when I was in Cambridge enquiring as to whether I had any skeletons in which the phalanges presented a “fused” condition. I am glad to be able to report to you that in an “Ancon” mummy, which I recently unwrapped, this condition prevails to a very marked degree: the similarity of the conditions and that of the photograph which you then sent me, is very great.

Even when on close investigation it proved to be not leprosy at all, this allows us to show that - as we have noted elsewhere - photographs, were both vehicles for communication of data for comparison and relational objects enmeshed in scientific collaboration networks. They played an active role within the international community of scholars engaged in physical anthropology, serving as evidence and stimulating lively debates. Or as Scott Curtis put it for medicine, “the training in observational methods that physicians underwent - careful attention, accurate description, and correlation across cases - found in photography an amiable partner.” As Curtis said, with the rise of photography and other representational technologies - such as the moulage or the wax models which, as photography, also provided rich texture and detailed images - these methods could be applied to a “working object”, in our case, leprosy. Curtis goes farther: with photography, one could create with relative ease a series of images. All these reasons, namely the combination of repeatability and detail, made photography one of the privileged mode of representation for nineteenth century medicine. As our case shows, photographs were also portable and could travel with the easiness of paper. Late in the 1890s, clinical photographs have been widely adopted to analyze morbid or pathological cases. But, as a medium, they were
competing with other techniques also used in the controversy over pre-Columbian leprosy: namely with the series of anatomical preparations by the injection of preservation chemical compounds\textsuperscript{23} and moulages\textsuperscript{24}. If, as Thomas Schnalke says, “moulages were pictures of disease in wax\textsuperscript{25}” that consolidated around 1880, then the huacos or Peruvian pottery took on the role of the moulages and were used as such: as the moulages, they were realistic, in colour, and some of them, life-size. This confronts us not only with the combination of different techniques for the medialization and stabilization of disease, but also to the expansion to the past to the techniques of the late nineteenth century.

Thus, Asmead, in the clay vessels or “huacos” series saw the representation of cartilaginous part of the nose and the upper lip as if it was neatly removed by pre-Columbian physicians using a knife, supposedly in order to stop a disease effects, showing then the septum and nasal bones and the soft tissues covering those remaining, and also the teeth. For him, some pieces showed a partial loss of the nose and upper lip partly cut off but, unlike in the common etiology of leprosy, in all the figures the hands were in perfect condition (Fig. 3). Adolf Bastian (1826-1905) and Wilhelm von den Steinen (1859-1934), of

Fig. 3. Huaco showing an alleged upper lip surgery, with the hands in perfect condition. Museo de La Plata, Martin García Merou’s Peruvian huacos collection. Source: GARCÍA MEROU M., Mis huacos. Buenos Aires, author’s edition, 1893.
the Royal Berlin Museum, sent to Ashmead photographs of a “huaco” from Chimbote, representing a head, in which the tip of the nose and the upper lip were destroyed, the cheeks “flown out” and furrowed with what could be interpreted as wrinkles or scars (Fig. 4). Ashmead forwarded these images to Hansen, whom replied: “that it did not present signs of leprosy. There are not tubercules on it and no phenomenon of anesthesia”.

In the American Museum of Natural History, New York, Ashmead studied the collections Adolph Bandelier (1840-1914), archaeologist and disciple of Lewis Henry Morgan, had made since 1892 during his trips to Ecuador, Bolivia and Peru supported by the railroad magnate Henry Villard and the Century Magazine. There, an object caught his attention: a Peruvian “huaco” that seemed to represent a human amputated foot (Fig. 5), the alleged disease showed by the toes of the clay figure being elevated from the ground, as if the sole of the foot was greatly swollen, with the bone protruding and the flesh cut away, just as would appear on a foot that had been amputated, for the flesh flaps must be thus provided to cover the stump of the leg. As in the case of mummies’ hands, for comparative purposes Ashmead used a photograph showing a mutilated foot of a leper with only two toes remaining, printed side by side with that of the supposed amputated foot. The first belonged to

the photographs collection of leprous deformations amassed by the American dermatologist and syphilologist Prince A. Morrow (1846-1913) at the University Bellevue Hospital Medical College, and was taken to a leper in Molokai, Sandwich Island (Fig. 6). The main difference between these images was that in the Peruvian pottery the presence of every toe could be easily observed, while the leper foot showed but two toes remaining. Then, the lack of mutilation and amputation meant for Ashmead that it was not leprosy, which the potter wanted to represent. In this regard, Bandelier also thought that the figures represented without feet ought to be considered as amputated, so they were not relevant to the question of leprosy. But the causes and origin of these amputations did not seem to be fully explained, so it was reinvigorated in the debate by discussing the textual evidence.

Beggars, punished criminal and the textual evidence
Juan de Dios Carrasquilla Lema (1833-1908), a Colombian physician, asserted that the mutilations observed in pottery vessels represented not leprosy or other infectious diseases, but the artificial punishments inflicted to criminals and beggars in pre-Columbian America. He presented as evidence brief passages from two books, *Los Chibchas*
antes de la conquista española (1895) by Vicente Restrepo and La Historia de Yucatán (1889), by Eligio Ancona, referred to mutilations and corporal punishments. These arguments were also supported in Germany by Bastian and Ernst Middendorf (1830-1908). The fiercest opponent to these ideas, mainly due to the weakness of the evidence, was the botanist Helmut Polakowsky (1847-1917) who had also published an article in the journal Deutsch Medizinische Wochenschrift, a devastating critique of the serum method for the treatment of leprosy devised by Carrasquilla and supported by the government that had deleterious effects on the patients. Over the course of sessions taken at the Berliner Gesellschaft für Anthropologie, Ehnologie und Urgeschichte, Polakowsky, along with von den Steinen, Eduard Seler (1849-1922) and Alphons Stübel (1835-1904) collated the “old
literature” on South America, such as the works of Cieza de León and Garcilaso de la Vega not finding any reference or mention to such kinds of punishments. Moreover, the Spanish americanist Marcos Jiménez de la Espada (1831-1898) gave the question a new turn: albeit he did not believe that leprosy had been of pre-Spanish origin in Peru; there were no documentary proofs known to him which supported such an opinion. Also, he was not in accord with the aforementioned opinion of Carrasquilla, Bastian and Middendorf, claiming that they did not apply mutilations of the body as punishment, unless death was intended to follow them, and that there were no beggars among the Incans, due to their so perfect social order. According to his judgment, these vessels represented a disease special to Peru, a certain endemic variety of tuberculosis known as “llaga “or” hutta-uta”. These different points of view became too blatant in the course of the First International Leprosy Conference, met in Berlin in 1897. There, Ashmead, as one of the most active promoters of the meeting along with Hansen, presented a paper with three photographs of hua-\cos and skulls, in which he asserted:

\[\text{there is no evidence of any bone that I have examined in America of any such thing as pre-Columbian leprosy; not a pharynx of a mummy shows a melting of bone, not a hand shows mutilation; no tuberculation of the tissues of the face, not a nose dropped in, nor can we find evidence of the importation of East Asiatic customs. Outside of the evidence on pre-Columbian potteries, deformations of faces, never of fingers and toes, is there the slightest evidence of the pre-Columbian leprosy […] Whatever disease is represented in these faces must have been very frequently accompanied by some disease of the feet requiring amputation; and not of one foot, but of both. […] In many of these faces, the nose has been eaten away, that is the cartilaginous part of it. In no instance does this eating away of the nose show any resemblance to the eating away of the nose by leprosy. The bones are never represented melted away, but are always present, only the soft part is gone. In many of these figures there is also a partial or total loss of upper lip, that is, the lip is eaten away, not drawn away by any cicatrization, as would be the case in}
leprosy. On one of these figures we see a drawing-back of the head; this is accompanied by loss of nose and partial loss of upper lip. Whatever disease appears in the face, it is reasonable to suppose afflicted the spine. Tuberculosis (lupus) alone could have worked in that manner. If it was not this, it was then syphilis; but it could never have been leprosy.

We should note here briefly that, as an unintended consequence of this pre-Columbian “leprosy issue”, the growing interest by the part of scholars in “huacos” with alleged traces of pathologies caused an increase on the demand for such objects. This fact is adjusted to what Glenn Penny has termed a “doctrine of scarcity” that view indigenous peoples and his material culture as precious, rapidly disappearing commodities, increasing or decreasing its monetary value in proportion to their availability in the global market for museums. Ashmead was in harsh competition mostly with European institutions, such as Leipzig’s Museum of Ethnography characterised by an active, aggressive policy of acquisition.

Taking advantage of this scarcity of pieces showing traces of ancient pathologies and his access to the collections stored in Museo de La Plata, Robert Lehmann-Nitsche (1872-1938), a young German physician in charge of the museum’s Anthropology Section since 1897, showed ten clay pieces of a Peruvian collection in the First Scientific Congress of Latin America, held in Buenos Aires in 1898, which evidenced the same deformities as those of described by Ashmead and Virchow. This clay vessels belonged to two collections: one brought in 1885 by the first museum head Francisco Pascasio Moreno (1852-1919) to Arístides Martínez, a Chilean army general involved in the Pacific War, and the other belonging to the diplomat Martín García Merou, who amassed it in Trujillo while in Lima working as Argentinean consul and sent it to Moreno on loan in 1894 (Fig. 7). During the meetings in Buenos Aires, after examining the archaeological pieces presented by Lehmann-Nitsche, the Argentinean phy-
sician Baldomero Sommer (1857-1918) denied that the marks those pieces showed were representative of leprosy:

*I state categorically that the cases represented in these potteries cannot be leprosy, since the nose appears destroyed, and the leper nose is not destroyed but is bulging, I also do not seem cases of common lupus, i.e. tuberculoses lupus. The regularity of the mutilation of the nose and the upper lip shows us that this is the by-product of intentional injuries, probably punishment, as told Doctor Lehmann that could also be understood. As to the members who are present, I think as the lecturer, that they do not represent cases of leprosy, since in this disease there is mutilation of distal and proximal phalanges, but never a full member, and in so net way. Returning to the face, it seems impossible to understand, if it is leprosy, how there can be disappearance of the nose alone, with not a single tuberculation, when precisely they are the first to attract attention.*

Fig. 7 Martín García Merou’s Peruvian huacos collection it was presented to the international discussion in 1898 by Robert Lehmann Nitsche, head of the Museo de La Plata’s Anthropology. Source: GARCÍA MEROU, M. *Mis huacos*. Buenos Aires, author’s edition, 1893.
In the Argentinean stage of the controversy Lehmann-Nitsche adopted an intermediate position rejecting, as Ashmead did, the idea of pre-Columbian leprosy, but sustaining at the same time the arguments put forward by Carrasquilla, Bastian and Middendorf: although he doubted that the deformities of the lip and nose were of etiological equality with those of the feet, he thought it were representations of deformed beggars afflicted with a facial disease or signs of punishments which have been applied to criminals.

**Aftermath**

Once discarded the hypothesis of pre-Columbian leprosy and the existence of artificial mutilations on punished criminals or beggars, towards the 1900s the debate began to wane and the attention was then focused on the etiology of other infectious diseases with quite similar physical manifestations than those of leprosy, such as syphilis, tuberculosis or lupus, and its endemic regional variants such as the “uta” or “spundia”. During those years, it began to take hold the idea that leprosy was first introduced in Middle and South America by the Spaniards and Portuguese during the Conquest and to a lesser extent with the arrival of African slaves. During the first decades of the twentieth century were produced works such as those by Julio C. Tello (1880-1947) that compiled osteological, archaeological, iconographic, ethnohistorical and linguistic evidences, to prove that syphilis and “uta” or espundia were the main Andean diseases during pre-Columbian times and that trephination was an autochthonous chirurgical technique. With regard to this latter working method, we would note that currently it is often argued, as a serious methodological caveat that the paleopathologist who attempts to establish the antiquity of a disease must deal with the fact that the earliest available evidence is of literary and iconographic nature. For this point of view that give priority to the advances and “evolution” of the discipline produced mainly by the adoption during the interwar years of...
modern methods such as radiology, histology, serology, and statistics -, while the works of art, photographs, archaeological objects and the written records are “of great interest”, their interpretation demands “special caution because artistic license and the vagaries of linguistic practices commonly becloud the diagnostic certainty of the evidence” 39. These cautious prevailing ideas about the scientific value of such sort of proofs are also probably responsible for the absence of Ashmead’s work in today’s historical synthesis of paleopathology. Since its inception in the nineteenth century this field has a marked interdisciplinary and international character, developing methods for observing and creating the evidence that did not hesitate to integrate the contributions of medicine, art, archeology, history, ethnography and linguistics. As we intended to show here, physicians, anthropologist, archaeologists, historians, curators and diplomats were brought together by collections of pre-Columbian ceramics, mum-mies and series of photographs illustrating pathologies. In this sense, the international discussion generated by Ashmead and his colleagues described here, wanted to contribute to the study the visual elements that late in the nineteenth century were defined as medical evidence.
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